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Dogs have a unique ability to understand and communicate with 
us humans, a capacity that has developed over thousands of years of 
close interaction. In fact, they are better at understanding us than 
we ourselves are. During recent years, researchers have made it 
possible to gain a glimpse through the door to the inner life of dogs. 
We have learnt that their thoughts and feelings primarily circle 
around one thing: their relation to man.

In this book you can read about the new findings concerning dogs’ 
intelligence and emotional life.  Can they really feel ashamed if they have 
done something that is forbidden? Do they have a sense of what is right 

and just? And can they feel jealous? What is their understanding of time? 
How much of our language can they understand? The new insights into the 
innermost thoughts of dogs make it impossible to ever see a dog in the same 
way again.

the dog who felt ashamed  
– myth or reality?
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